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What is Risk Management?

source: http://www.freshdv.com
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What is the mouse's objective?

■ To get the cheese

■ What factors should the mouse take 
into consideration before attempting 
to get the cheese?

Making sure those who are taking the risks 
are fully informed.

Source: http://www.freshdv.com
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What Makes a Risk?

■ What is the mouse's objective?

■ What risks could prevent the mouse from achieving his objective?

■ What is the likely cause of the risk?

■ What would be the consequences of the risk occurring?

■ What would be the likelihood and impact of the risk occurring?

■ What can the mouse do to minimise, or mitigate the risk to itself?

■ What contingency measures could the mouse take if the risk was to occur?
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IntroductionIntroduction
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EC Harris - Spread of Overseas Projects
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Spread of Overseas Projects 1970s - first Asia commission 

1991 - first office in Asia Pacific 

Operating across Asia Pacific including Australia, 
China, Hong Kong, South Korea, Macau, India, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Vietnam 

Over 650 highly-trained professionals based in Asia 
Pacific

US$18 billion of construction each year 

An ARCADIS Company 
Through our merger with ARCADIS, the combined 
company grows to almost 21,000 professionals and 
USD$3 billion in revenue and have the scale and 
expertise to deliver even better outcomes for its 
clients across the globe. ARCADIS and EC Harris 
together become a top five global leader in strategic 
built asset advisory and project delivery services, 
with a combined total of close to 6,000 staff in this 
area and particular strengths in Europe, the US and 
Brazil. EC Harris’s well established and rapidly 
expanding operations in Asia and the Middle East 
also provide ARCADIS with strong footholds in 
these markets. Furthermore, the deal brings 
ARCADIS into the top five consultants in the UK, 
allowing it to expand its relationships with 
multinational clients both inside and outside the 
country.
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Spread of Overseas Projects
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What is a Risk?

■ The ISO 31000 definition (drawing upon ISO Guide 73 Risk Vocabulary) of 
risk is: ‘the effect of uncertainty upon objectives
where an effect is a deviation from the expected - p ositive or negative’

■ The above is used as the worldwide standard for risk description and is also 
adopted by the Institute of Risk Management

■ The key point to note above is at the end of the sentence: ‘positive or 
negative’ - very often a risk will also have a positive side, known as an 
opportunity
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Risk Assessment and 
Management Process
Risk Assessment and 
Management Process
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Why Risk Management

■ To protect the organisation, brand and its resources

■ To protect service users and beneficiaries

■ To improve decision making, planning and prioritisation

■ To reassure funders

■ To minimise impact of the event where reasonably practicable

■ Because you value people…

■ “risk management is not about buying insurance. It is not about avoiding 
lawsuits. Instead it is about protecting and conserving your organisations 
resources and providing goods and services reasonably”

(Laird Hunter 1998)
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Assurance Stages

Legal compliance

Risk transfer

Risk treatment

Risk identification

Disaster Recovery Plan

Communication and Insurance

Medical and Security Plan

Business Continuity Plan

IncidentRisk assessment
Communicable 

Disease Contingency 
Plan

Risk Management

Business 
Continuity 

Management

Incident and Problem 
Management
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Major Risks for Overseas Projects

■ Personal safety on fieldwork 

■ Workplace injuries - e.g. physical hazards such as falls from height, injuries 
caused by lifting heavy objects, accidental or malicious injury

■ Ill-health and inadequate medical support and response

■ Lack of immediate back-up in the event of emergency 

■ Variation in safe use of equipment

■ Traffic accidents – risk increased by the unfamiliar driving habits and traffic 
discipline encountered in foreign countries 

■ Environmental hazards like disasters, disease and high levels of stress

■ Violence including sexual violence
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Major Risks for Overseas Projects

■ Political unrest

■ Terrorist attack

■ Criminal - bombings, shootings, kidnapping, hostage taking and violent 
robbery / mugging, potentially incidents against western and western 
associated personnel, interests and organisations

■ Petty crime especially in crowded public places

■ Staff acting outside of the scope of their remit and exceeding skills and/or 
authority in working locations

■ Legislative compliance and understanding of local requirements

■ Financial hazards caused by acting in a negligent manner giving rise to 
private and or public prosecution and/or financial penalties, etc.
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Basic Risk Management Process

Identify Risks

Identify Existing Controls

Establish Context and 
Reason for Travel

Internal and External Context
Risk Management Context and Plan
Develop Criteria and Structure

Hazardous Event
Causes
Impact (safety, business 
disruption, environment, programme,
reputation etc.)

Determine Likelihood Determine Consequences

Determine Level of Risk

Acceptable level?

Monitor,
Review 

and
Consult

Treat Risks

Recommended Actions
- Preventive Barriers
- Recovery Measures
- Business Continuity and Contingency 

Planning

Participation
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Step 1: Define objective and scope

■ Objective setting – Without identifying the organisations objectives it will be 
difficult to identify risks/hazards that could impact on them and preventing 
them achieving their objectives. Define also reason for travel.

■ Risk management should be considered at all levels of the organisation, 
there are a wide variety of tools that can be used to identify, assess and 
manage risks within an organisation.

■ Risk Assessments carried out across all of the activities that the 
organisation undertakes, this can take the form of a generic risk 
assessment that employees are asked to complete or by way of a risk 
intervention whereby the senior management team would assess each 
individual and/or activities on an ad hoc basis. Consider also family 
members that travel along as part of the package.
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Step 2: Risk Identification

■ Questionnaires/surveys of volunteers/employees to 
gain a better understanding of how risk is perceived 
within the organisation

■ Group LTI records and lessons learnt

■ Incident investigation

■ Auditing and inspection

■ Workshops (e.g. HAZOP, SWIFT, brainstorming or 
scenario analysis) – gathering together key 
members of the organisation and brainstorm likely 
hazards that could impact them. 
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Step 3: Risk Evaluation

■ Exposure: organisation, people, property, financial, legal, compliance 
and environment 

■ Cause: inadequate planning, assessment and training; financial and 
resources limitations, high temperature, natural disaster (e.g. flood, 
high wind, earthquake, fire and drought etc), vibration, overload, 
power outage, toppling of high-piled object, changes in regulation, 
pollution and deliberate acts

■ Likelihood and consequence evaluation

■ Control Measures: preventive barriers and recovery/contingency 
measures
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Likelihood and Consequence Evaluation
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Step 4: Risk Treatment

■ Robust and consistent mitigation measures should be identified and 
assigned to all risks, not just the high ranking ones. The mitigation 
measures need to measurable and achievable

■ Ensure that all mitigation measures are assigned an owner who is
responsible for ensuring the mitigation is carried out appropriately and on 
time

■ Based on organisation’s appetite for risk
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Risk Control Method – Treat Risk

■ Elimination

■ Avoidance e.g. abandon the activities if it is not core; suitably selection and 
screening process; temporarily suspend your activities and travel to a safer 
location

■ Control (reduce likelihood or consequence) e.g. additional resource to 
finance meet the liability caused by the risks; additional training; clear 
written appointment and objectives; (Note, insecurity may not allow you to 
leave a situation then stay put than to evacuate.) 

■ Isolation e.g. physical segregation; 

■ Transfer e.g. insurance, workers’ compensation, indemnity or exemption 
from liability clause

■ Absorb – by business
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Emergency Response and Contingency Plan

■ Contingency measures will also need to be considered as it is vitally 
important to know that if the risk do occur what measures are in place to 
tackle this and therefore lowering the impact to the organisation and people 
involved

■ A good example of a contingency measure for the types of risk that could 
impact the organisation would be ensuring they have adequate liability 
cover in place with their insurers in order to counter balance the financial 
impact of risks impacting
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Step 5: Record Risk

■ Risk Register – A risk register, the repository used to hold all of the risk 
information identified, is probably the most important tool you will use. This 
would include identified risks, the likelihood and impact of them occurring 
and the mitigation measures put in place to minimise either the likelihood, 
the impact or both

■ Assign ownership making sure control measures are followed, and who will 
be responsible for ongoing monitoring

■ Record coverage, limit and exclusions
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Example: Risk Register
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Step 5: Prioritisation of Risks and Actions
■ Using the example of the mouse trying to get the cheese we can plot the 

likelihood and impact of the mouse getting the cheese on a risk matrix as 
shown below: 
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Step 6: Monitoring
■ Essential that identified risks, scoring and mitigation measures are 

monitored and re-evaluated on a regular basis. Risk Management should be 
engrained in the organisation from top to bottom to encourage all 
volunteers/employees to consider risk management in every decision they 
make
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Early Best Practice Initiatives

� Adoption & communication of 
‘TRACK’ risk management tool 
and “Stop Work” Authority.

� Implementation of senior 
management SHE stewardship 
assessment program.

� Implementation of behavioural 
safety observation program.

� Launch of new SHE Intranet 
area.

Advocate the Safety and Risk Culture
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Business Continuity PlanningBusiness Continuity Planning
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Business Impact Analysis
■ Brand

■ Business/Finance

■ People

■ Environment

Internal Resource External Resource
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Develop Business Continuity Plan and Drills

A Business Continuity Plan is 
developed to define roles and 
responsibilities for EC Harris 
Recovery Team and set out actions 
that should be taken by EC Harris to 
deal with any undesired interruption to 
the business.

Conduct regular Business Continuity 
Drills to test the plan.
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Conclusions
■ The principles set out in the previous slides can be 

applied to any organisation to help them better 
identify and manage the risks/hazards they are 
likely to face on not just individual projects but also 
the day to day running of their operations

■ Due consideration should be given to the likely 
risks that could impact the organisation/agent in all 
spheres of their work , whether this forms an 
individual project or the overall structure of the 
organisation

■ Risk considerations should be given in all of the 
activities that they undertake, not just the physical 
risks to themselves but also risks to the 
organisation they are exposing to at various 
stages.
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Questions


